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This document introduces CODA (Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic) and presents 
specifications and detailed guidelines for Egyptian Arabic CODA. CODA addresses the problem 
of inconsistent orthographic choices in raw (naturally occurring) written dialectal Arabic text. The 
specifications are a succinct summary, while the guidelines contain details and examples. The 
document has three parts that are ordered from most general to the more specific. In Part 1, 
we define CODA and present its general goals, principles and considerations in a non-dialect 
specific manner.  In Part 2, we present a high level CODA specification for Egyptian Arabic 
(EGY). And in Part 3, we present detailed guidelines for EGY CODA.
 
 

Important Note on How to Read this Document
 

 
As part of the automatic processing tools, the conversion from the raw word into its CODA form 
will be done automatically. Subsequently, the morphological analyzer will further determine the 
possible POS tags and possible tokenization  (katab/PV+uwA/PVSuff:3P or kutub/NOUN+uh/
POSS_3MS or katab/PV+(null)/PVSuff:3MS+uh/DO_3MS). The morphological disambiguation 
tools and treebank annotators will then pick the correct reading/analysis in context. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PART 1: General Principles
 
1.1    What is CODA?
 
Unlike Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), Arabic dialects, henceforth Dialectal Arabic (DA), 
have no standard published orthographies since there are no DA academies nor is there a 
large edited body of dialectal literature that follows the same spelling standard.  CODA is a 
conventional orthography for Arabic dialects that aims at filling this gap. It is designed for the 
purpose of developing computational models of DA. 
 
1.2   CODA Goals
 

1. CODA is an internally consistent and coherent convention for writing DA.
2. CODA is created for computational purposes. 
3. CODA uses the Arabic script. 
4. CODA is a unified framework for writing all DAs.
5. CODA aims to strike an optimal balance by maintaining a level of dialectal uniqueness 

yet establish conventions based on MSA-DA similarities.
 
1.3   CODA Design Principles
 

1. CODA is an ad hoc convention. There are numerous decisions that could have been 
made differently especially when it comes to the phonology/orthography interface. 
These principles make CODA comparable to English spelling (a bit phonological, a bit 
historical, with some exceptions).  In some cases, we followed decisions that have been 
made by previously published efforts.1

2. CODA uses only the inventory of Arabic script characters including the diacritics used 
for writing MSA. CODA does not use extended Arabic characters, e.g. from Persian or 
Urdu. CODA can be written undiacritized or diacritized.  

3. Each DA word has a unique orthographic form in CODA that represents its phonology, 
morphology, and lexical semantics [meaning]. 

4. As a general rule, CODA uses MSA-like orthographic decisions (rules, exceptions and 
ad hoc choices), e.g., cliticizing single letter particles, using Shadda for phonological 
gemination, using Ta-Marbuta, Alif Maqsura, silent Alif in Waw-Alif of plurality, and 
spelling the definite article Al morphemically.

5.

1  E. Badawi & M. Hinds. A Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic. Librairie Du Liban. 1986.
   A. Al-Tonsi & L. Al-Sawi. An Intensive Course in Egyptian Colloquial Arabic. American University in Cairo. 1990.
   H. Kilany, H. Gadalla, H. Arram, A. Yacoub, A. El-Habashi, and C. McLemore. Egyptian Colloquial Arabic Lexicon. LDC catalog 
number LDC99L22, 2002.
 
 



 
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.
 

6.

7. CODA preserves dialectal syntax, i.e. there is no change in word order.
8. CODA is easy to learn and write to achieve high inter-annotator agreement; the more 

CODA looks like what a dialect speaker may write, the better.
9. Each dialect will have its unique CODA Map (a list of rules and exceptions) where the 

relevant phonology and morphology of the dialect are outlined with the full diacritized 
inventory together with a list of idiosyncratic exception cases. 

10. CODA is not a purely phonological representation; however, text in CODA can be read 
perfectly in DA given the specific dialect and its CODA Map. 

 
1.4    Practical Considerations
 

1. Basic CODA issues:
a. CODA for MSA text is the accepted MSA Arabic spelling.
b. CODA can be rendered in both Arabic script and/or BW transliteration as 

needed.
c. CODA is rendered diacritized for morphological representations and is rendered 

undiacritized for large-scale creation of orthographic normalization training data 
(annotation).

d. CODA idiosyncratic decisions must be followed strictly. There is no room for 
improvisation by annotators.  New cases that are not handled can be identified 
and added to the CODA map as needed.

e.

2. Non-CODA issues:
a. The data to annotate (i.e., convert from raw form to CODA) will have other types 

of issues due to the nature of the noisy input stream such as URLs, html markup, 
speech effects, internet language, emoticons. These phenomena, though they do 
touch on CODA, are considered outside the scope of this document but will be 
handled as part of an initial preprocessing round and will follow guidelines to be 
specified by the LDC.

b.



 
1.5      CODA Guidelines and the LDC Guidelines
These guidelines are inspired by the LDC guidelines for transcribing Levantine and Iraqi Arabic 
(Buckwalter and Maamouri, 2004). They differ from them in the following ways:

1. Whereas the LDC guidelines are for transcription, and thus focus more on phonological 
variants of sub-dialect in some cases, CODA is intended for general purpose writing in a 
way that abstracts from these variations when possible.

2. CODA is designed as a pan-Arabic convention. We extend the LDC guidelines to cover 
Egyptian Arabic (we profit from the LDC work on Call Home Egyptian).

3. CODA fills in some issues not addressed in the LDC guidelines, specifically related to 
morphology. 

 
PART 2: Egyptian Arabic CODA Specifications
 
We present here a high-level specification of the Egyptian Arabic CODA map.  This is intended 
as a complete summary of all decisions on Egyptian CODA.
 
We start with a few notes on Egyptian phonology, highlighting differences from MSA phonology. 
These notes are not a complete description, but address relevant issues in this section.  The 
core of the CODA map is the default phonology-to-orthography mapping (section 2.2). There 
are three types of exceptions to this default: phono-lexical (section 2.3), morphological (2.4) and 
lexical exceptions (2.5).   Section 2.6 presents a short guide on how to apply these rules and 
exceptions.
 
In all examples below, the orthography is represented inside parentheses (). Phonology is 
represented inside forward slashes //. Phonetic form is represented inside square brackets 
[].  Buckwalter transliteration is used for the orthography. Phonology is represented using a 
Buckwalter-like set of symbols whose meaning is determined by their MSA pronunciation, with 
the following exceptions: long vowels are represented using the short vowels followed by ‘:’, 
the symbol [G] is used for voiced /k/, Hamza is represented only as /’/. Hamza variants, Alif 
Maqsura, Ta Marbuta  and Alif are not used in the phonological/phonetic representation. /w/ and 
/y/ are the glides and not the vowels.
 
 
2.1     A few Notes on Egyptian Arabic Phonology
 
These notes are relevant to the discussion in this section and are not meant to be 
comprehensive. We are considering here that Cairene phonology is the default EGY. 
 

1. We use the following phoneme symbol exceptionally for Egyptian
a. /j/ is pronounced [G] (voiced [k])

 
2. Egyptian vowel phonology rules include 

a. Word final long vowels typically shorten (unless foreign).
b. One long vowel maximally allowed per word.
c. Unstressed vowels cannot be long. 
d. Adding affixes and clitics changes stress patterns and interacts with vowel 

length.
e. Long vowel phonemes have short allophones, but short vowel phonemes do not 

http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/EARS/Arabic/Guidelines_Levantine_MSA.htm


have long allophones. 
f. Elided/epenthesized vowels are considered part of the phonemic form of the 

word.
g. The short vowel /i/ has two allophones [i] and [e]. 
h. The short vowel /u/ has two allophones [u] and [o].

 
2.2     Default Phonology-to-Orthography Mapping
 

1. The following is a pairing of phonological and orthographic symbols (phonemes and 
letters+diacritics):

 
a. Consonants: 

The following set is an identity map:
 

/b,t,v,j,H,x,d,*,r,z,s,$,S,D,T,Z,E,g,f,q,k,l,m,n,h,w,y/  
=> (b,t,v,j,H,x,d,*,r,z,s,$,S, D,T,Z,E,g,f,q,k,l,m,n,h,w,y)

 (for Hamza see below)
 

b. Vowels

 
The sukun symbol is not used in this document. It is deterministically added 
word-medially after consonants not followed by vowels.

 
Vowel allophones involving shortening or emphasis are written phonemically,
i.e., phonetically shortened long vowels are still written long

 

 
 
* Note: these are ambiguous cases.

 
2.



 

 
3. The Hamza grapheme has many forms that are determined by the vowel context. The 

rules for choosing the correct form are the same as in MSA.  
 

 

 
4. The Shadda symbol replaces the second letter in a repeated letter sequence:

 
5. Alif Maqsura spelling: The ambiguous use of Y to mean y/Y is not CODA. A word final 

/a,a:/ vowel is spelled as Y following the same rules as MSA: the word has a radical y 
that changed to /a/ or it has a complex pattern (not made up from root and short vowels 
only). We recognize that this is a morpho-phonemic decision, we included it because of 
its pervasiveness.

 
6. Ta-Marbuta is spelled (ap) in non-construct cases and (ip) in construct cases (word final) 

or (it) (construct word medial) or (A) in non-construct word medial cases:
                                          i.(Eajalap) vs. (Eajalip AHmad) vs. (Eajalituh)

                                         ii.(xATbap Albint) vs. (xATbAhA)

We recognize that this is a morpho-phonemic decision, we included it because of its 
pervasiveness.

 
7.

 
8. Foreign words ending with long vowels will be rendered with an extra silent (h) word 

finally:
 

 
2.3  Phono-Lexical Exceptions

 
 

1. The following 9 DA consonants may be spelled differently from their phonology. If the 
following two conditions are met: 

 
○ the consonant must be a DA root radical and 
○ the DA root must have a cognate MSA root,

then spell the consonant using the corresponding radical from the cognate MSA root of the 



dialectal word’s root. Only these mappings are allowed.
 

 

 

 

 

 
The same principle applies to pattern letters (except pattern Ai1ta2a3) as in MSA:
 

 
Note that all other phonological differences from MSA are written phonologically (even though 
there are cases where there are shared cognates), most notably the cases corresponding to 
Hamza changes:

[In Egyptian only. Levantine is different since the word is pronounced /$aHad/ ]
 
 

 which is pronounced as in MSA)

 
2. One exception to Hamza spelling is the case of an MSA Hamza written as Alif-Hamza-

Above that turned into an /a:/ at the end of a word in the dialect. CODA will write the final 
letter as Alif not Alif Maqsura. This can be thought of as an extension to the rule about 
root-influenced spelling of final /a:/ which in MSA covers only w/y root radicals.



 
3. A number of patterns in MSA have multiple long vowels which are not allowed in 

Egyptian. However since Egyptian phonology shortens some of these vowels regularly, 
we write the word with the MSA pattern:

 

 
4. A number of foreign words in MSA have multiple long vowels which are not allowed in 

Egyptian. We write the words using the MSA long vowels as in 2 above:
 

 
2.4  Morphological Exceptions
 
 

1. All affixes and clitics are added to the word without changing the spelling of the stem.
 

 
2.

 
3. Indirect object clitics and the negation (mA) clitic are written separately: 

 
4. All afixes and clitics are written in their allomorphic phonemic form. We include tables 

that list all conditions for reference. E.g.
 

PRON_2FS  /ik/ => /ik/,/ki/,/ki:/, /iki:/ 

 
 

5. Exceptions to the allomorphic phonemic spelling are:
 

a.
b.
c.
d.

e. PRON_3MS, which has numerous forms is spelled morphemically in some cases 
(two forms instead of four):

i.
ii.



iii.
iv.

f.
 
 

6. The Alif Maqsura and Ta-Marbuta are discussed in section 2.2.5 and 2.2.6.
 

2.5  Lexical Exceptions
 
This section will include words that are spelled in a particular ad hoc way:
 

1. MSA ad hoc spelling:
 

 
 

2. Egyptian word lists specify all types of Egyptian only words that may be spelled in ways 
inconsistent with the default phonology-orthography mapping. Some of these words 
have multiple variant sub-dialectal pronunciations. We consider Cairene the default.  The 
full list of exceptions is provided in Part 3.

 

 
2.6  How to Use a CODA Map?
 

 
The following is a possible order of applying the rules specified in section 2.2-2.5:
 

1. Determine the word’s phonology, morphology and meaning.
2. Identify the affixes and clitics and write them according to the morphological exceptions 

(section 2.4).
3. Write the rest of the word according to the phonological-orthographic (2.4) default rules 

unless it triggers a lexical exception (2.5) or a phono-lexical exception (2.3).
 
Examples:
 
       /wilkatba/ ‘and the writer [fs]’                     (1)
                   => wi+Al+ … +ap                        (2)

=>             kAtb                            (3)

/wima$afuhA$/  ‘and they did not see it’     (1)
       => wi+mA_  … +uw+hA+$             (2)
                   =>          $Af                    (3)



/qanunhA/   ‘her law’                              (1)
                   =>    ….. +hA                               (2)
                   =>    qAnuwn                      (3)



PART 3: Egyptian Arabic CODA Detailed Guidelines
 
In the rest of this document the color red is used to mark a non-CODA compliant spelling that 
needs to be addressed.  And green is used to highlight some corrections to render it CODA 
compliant.
 
The guidelines in this section are for undiacritized CODA and they are intended for large-scale 
annotation to produce a CODA compliant corpus.
 
We assume the Cairene accent in our CODA Map for Egyptian Arabic.
 
The guidelines will not refer to particles using their Egyptian POS (as specified by the LDC POS 
guidelines for Egyptian Arabic) unless necessary. 
 
3.1 General Spelling
 

1. Correct all typos.  These include missing, added, repeated, and transposed letters; and 
merged words and split words. Beware of letters that do not connect as they may appear 
unconnected. 

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

 
2. Do not change punctuation by adding/deleting or replacing any punctuation marks.

 
 
3.2 Letters and Sounds 
 

1.

 
●
●
●
●
●

 
 

2. Basic Spelling
 
a. The general rule is to write words as they are pronounced unless there are 
morphological/phonological exceptions (section 3.3) or dialectal lexical exceptions 
(section 3.4). 
 



b.  The rest of this section lists the exceptions to this simple rule.
 
 

3. Consonant-Consonant difference
 

If a word’s root is a cognate of an MSA root, then the root radicals are written using the 
corresponding MSA root radicals. This is only allowed for the following subset of root 
radicals:

  

MSA/CODA 
orthography

Dialectal pronunciation 
variants

Examples of dialect words written in 
CODA

Table 1
 

 

 

 
 

4. Vowel-Vowel difference
 

a. The general rule is to preserve long vowels in base words in Egyptian Arabic (words 
without additional affixes/clitics) even if they shorten in different contexts.

○
○
○
○
○

 



b. Some patterns that have two long vowels in MSA and only one in EGY will be written 
in their MSA form since EGY phonology disallows multiple long vowels and will force 
the shortening of the first of the two long vowels anyway in a manner similar to what 
happens in EGY after the cliticization mentioned above:

○
○

 
c. Do not mark the distinction among the diphthong /ay/, the long high front /i:/ and the 
long mid front /e:/ vowels:

●
○
○

 
d. Similarly, do not mark diphthong /aw/, the long high back /u:/ and the long mid back /
o:/ vowels:

●
○
○
○
○

 
5. Hamza  

 
We distinguish three types of Hamza:

 

This is a hamza that is always pronounced as a glottal stop regardless of 
whether it is at the beginning or in the middle of a word.

 

This is the hamza sound associated with the Alif letter that is added for words 
starting with a vowel. This hamza will disappear if a clitic is inserted before it 
such as the conjunction /w/ or preposition /b/ although the Alif letter will be kept 
(and will be silent):

Words that have this hamza in MSA but do not in the dialect due to pattern 
change are written as in the dialect. 

c. Missing (MSA) Hamza
EGY words that have hamzated MSA cognates will be written as pronounced 
in EGY, i.e. not using the MSA cognate. Word-final missing Hamza that can be 
written as Alif or Alif Maqsura should be spelled in a form that is closest to MSA: 
Alif-Hamza-Above or Alif-followed-by-Hamza becomes Alif, and Hamzated Ya 
becomes Alif Maqsura.
   



Examples:

 

 
 

6.
●
●

 
 

7. Foreign words and place names (Modified from LDC)
●

○
○
○
○
○
○
○

  
3.3.  Word: Stems, Affixes and Clitics
  

 

enclitics
(optional)

suffixes
(obligatory)

Base Stem
(obligatory)

prefixes
(obligatory)

proclitics
(optional)

  
 

1. Stem and Affixes
 

a. Nouns and Adjectives have specific rules for affixes:
○

○
○
○
○

○



     
○

b. Important EGY Verbs spelling decisions that are phonological and different from MSA:
 

●
○

●

○
 This should not be confused with the 3rd masculine singular clitic /uh/ which is 
written differently (see below).

 
●

○
  

2. Clitics
 

There are four general rules for spelling clitics: 
 

○
 

○
○
○
○

 

○
○
○
○
○

 

○
i.



○
i.

○
i.

○ Alif Maqsura is turned into Alif or Ya depending on the word
i.
ii.

 
○ A common error is to apply the shadda spelling rule across a clitic-stem 

boundary.
i.
ii.
iii.

 
 

3. Dialectal Clitics not in MSA
 
The following is a list of dialectal (non-MSA) clitics and some comments:
  

a. The progressive b+ attaches to imperfect verbs.  Make sure to always spell the base 
word correctly (the example with pluses is only to explain the prefixes; do not write the 
pluses in CODA)

○
○

○

○
 
b. The future marker H+  attaches to imperfect verbs.  Make sure to always spell the 
base word correctly: 

○
○

 

○
 

○
○

■
■

 

○
○
○
○
○

 
f. Other clitics (PREP,PART, CONJ, SUB_CONJ…)



○
i.

○
i.

○
i.
ii.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

 
g. Particles that SHOULD NOT BE cliticized

○ mA of Negation.  Always add a space between it and word even though the -$ is 
cliticized.

i.
ii.

○
i.
ii.

○  Any particles longer than one letter. The only exception is Al.
i.

 
 

4. Notes on Diacritics
 
The following are some clarifications on writing diacritics. This is relevant only to the CALIMA 
project, and not to general CODA annotation (which is undiacritized).
  

a. Write the word as it is pronounced out of sentential context. Any epenthesis or 
elision (i.e. vowel added or deleted) only in context are not written.

i. mA tiquwl$   /ma tqu:l$/ (NOT mA tquwl$)
b. Clitics may loose or gain vowels as part of word formation (word internal). These 

cases are written reflecting their pronunciation.
i. bi+ni+m$iy, bi+ti+m$iy  but b+A+m$iy (NOT bi+A+m$iy)
ii. katab+uh, katab+uw+h, katab+huw+$, katab+uw+huw+$

c. Some verbs allow two forms of prefix vowels optionally: yi+quwl and yu+quwl. In 
all such cases, we prefer i over u: yi+quwl (NOT yu+quwl).
 

  
 
3.4. Exception List for Common Dialectal Words 
 

● Please refer to the CODA exception table document 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?
key=0Ah1Fn1dEmA95dDkxOG9hTW16QjUtY29DeVlLRHpMNFE#gid=0 

● These tables will be continuously  updated. 
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